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Stress and anxiety are normal feelings that we all get from time to time. If 
the feelings are temporary and do not cause impairment, they go away, 
and we continue forward, no problem. If the feelings take over, then there 
is a problem. Stress and anxiety are a psychological and physical 
response to a threat, or issue that is part of our internal thinking process 
or in our environment. 
  
You can reduce the internal thinking stress but you cannot always control 
external stress and anxiety (a fast-paced schedule, disruptions in routine, 
time away from family, demanding passengers, safety concerns, etc.). 
Learning ways to help manage stress and anxiety and learning helpful 
coping skills can make a real difference. You cannot have a completely 
stress- or anxiety-free life, so zero is not the goal. What you want to be 
able to do is to help control chronic stress or anxiety that impedes your 
normal life.  
  
3 Proven Tools and Techniques for Reducing Stress and Anxiety 

You can take some practical steps to help reduce anxiety and stress. 
Here are a few research-proven tools and techniques to help get you 
started. 
  
Engage in Cardiovascular exercise. It gets your heart pumping which is 
very effective at releasing stress and anxiety. If you’re on a long layover 
or overnight, make a point to visit the hotel gym or get outside for a walk 
or run—even if it’s just 15 minutes. Just walking around an airport 
terminal can be a good way to expel stress and anxiety. Working on a 
project in the yard or cleaning the house can be other helpful ways to get 
the body moving, lift mood, and clear out obsessive worry. 
  

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0018Ioyj6Qv9GFPtrEERevX5pLOzp6Nklhkweor_aHS02t_M6r9-ukDUlX_vocrD5AI5antyFvhmH1NLU8VYswt7C0qxYJ15TZt-n-mssNI4GHu-tvH_ecnNjUM-irBiQIBwKHHuJIIKSzeu9bxRpApJg==&c=fIAJ7pEZIkwTLkjw2O5aSsgbsZNUMFbjvBUl0BapQFLgl_v1ooi-cQ==&ch=X8yqY5kPbul3PBC8H0SYQcsL6WOT9M6IBpHfs5qwGP6VydRf2U0UZw==


Take worry breaks. This may seem counterintuitive as we are trying to 
reduce our worries; but research has shown that when you take a five-
minute worry break, (for worrying and obsessing as much as you want), 
then at the end of that time it is done. You do not have permission to 
continue to think or ruminate. Just move on until your next worry break. 
(A recommended starting point is a couple of times a day). 
  
Breathe stress away. Yoga breathing, mindfulness breathing, or what is 
called “diaphragmatic breathing” is very good at reducing stress and 
anxiety. If you stick with it and practice it regularly—it really works.  
The 4-7-8 breathing technique, also known as “relaxing breath,” 
involves breathing in for 4 seconds through your nose, holding the breath 
for 7 seconds, and exhaling for 8 seconds out your mouth (slowly).  
Make sure your tummy goes out and get a deep breath. 
Practice 10 times to relax your body and your mind. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Wings of Sobriety"  

Meetings are open to all Flight 
Attendants who are exploring 
their need for or seeking 
recovery from substance use 
disorders. 
Meeting times are scheduled on 
Wednesday at 3:00 pm EST and 
Sunday at 5:00 pm EST. 
 

Each meeting will last between 
forty-five (45) minutes to one (1) 
hour. 
The conference call in number is 
1-855-544-2320. 

  

 

 

 



SAVE the DATE! 

  

FADAP Conference 2022 

  

August 16-18, 2022 

  

Baltimore, MD 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit our Website  
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